THE RETIREMENT
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY
INSURERS CAN BECOME FINANCIAL HOMES FOR THE OVER-50S
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INTRODUCTION
The UK life insurance industry is transforming fast, but the next set of
changes will be the hardest yet. The industry has sufficient financial
resources for now, but these are being slowly depleted.
One of the most burning issues is the over-reliance on
profits from legacy businesses. Open strategic business
lines are not profitable enough to replace the run-off
of the legacy book and, in their current form, some will
probably never be. The harsh fact is that the overall
life industry faces a picture of sharp decline over the
medium term.
Nevertheless, there is reason for optimism if the
industry is bold enough to reform. Auto-enrolment
and the decline of DB pensions mean that the industry
now provides the pension savings platforms for most
of the UK’s private sector workforce and will over
time become the main private provider of income to
the UK’s pensioners. The pension freedom reforms
have increased the need for retirement advice or
guidance, whilst the “advice gap” in the mass and mass
affluent markets1 has been growing. Together these
provide insurers with a new opportunity to develop
a broad Retirement Franchise, which has meeting
clients’ financial needs at its core, and extends into
other aspects of helping clients to prepare for and
enjoy retirement.
To capture this opportunity, however, life insurers must
transform their business models to extend beyond the
sources of revenue they now capture. They must shift
from their current narrow product focus to a client
relationship-based proposition. This transformation
has the potential to allow insurers to build client
relationships that are stronger than those with retail
banks. Insurers can become the “Financial Home” for
the over 50s, moving beyond pensions to provide a
broad range of financial and older age services.

Financial Home
[fә'nan(t)SHәl,fī'nan(t)SHәl hōm]
Noun
A hub of services to meet the financial and lifestyle
needs of customers aged over 50. A new opportunity
for insurers to build stronger client relationships by
helping clients navigate choices from pension
freedoms, and to meet evolving retirement needs. It
uses advanced analytics to identify clients’ broader
needs and tailor the services offered to them. The
Financial Home extends beyond insurance to cover
banking, energy, recreation, long-term care, power of
attorney, and other lifestyle needs.

Building the Financial Home will require significant
investment, but advances in digital channels, data
analytics and robo-advisory services have dramatically
reduced life insurers’ cost of serving clients. Insurers
that can use such technology to broaden and deepen
their client relationships will be able to greatly expand
their sources of profits. If taken, this opportunity
would reverse the declining fortunes of the UK’s life
insurers, with the potential to add £100 billion of
shareholder value by 2021. This prize will be shared
by the small number of companies that succeed in
making this transformation. Those who do not will at
best become utility platforms servicing other more
profitable businesses.
That is the case we put forward in this report. First,
however, it is useful to consider the shareholder
value trajectory of the UK life industry under current
business models.

1 We use “mass market” to refer to clients in the bottom 80% of the earnings distribution, who earn less than £40,000 a year. “Mass affluent” refers to the rest of the
population, except wealth clients, who we carve out by removing the investment products that they buy, such as stockbroker accounts and mutual funds held outside an
ISA wrapper
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SHAREHOLDER VALUE IS
ABOUT DIVIDENDS
In the mature life insurance markets of Western Europe and North
America, most of the value of a typical life and pensions business lies in
its in-force business.
This is particularly true in the highly-regulated and
low-margin UK market. Much of the recent growth in
capital resources and earnings has come from initiatives
related to legacy back books, or one-off factors such
as longevity reserve releases. Such initiatives cannot,
however, deliver sustainable future earnings.
The industry has moved away from capital intensive
products (apart from annuities), towards fee-based ones.
But these products can take many years to deliver profits,
and profitability will continue to rely on legacy books
over the medium term. While they remain strong, these
legacy profits are beginning to run off quickly. The growth
of profits from retirement savings and income is not
sufficient to replace them and, in our view, will never do
so under current business models.

Dividend yields for UK life businesses are significantly
higher than the market as a whole, implying doubt about
the long-term growth and sustainability of dividends.
Our analysis supports this scepticism. Under current
models, we expect dividends to increase from around
50% of cash generation today to 75% in the next five
years (see Exhibit 1).
Our base case forecast is that the industry can grow
dividends in line with consensus forecasts over the
next few years, averaging around 9% p.a. But dividends
will need to be kept flat after 2021 to maintain capital
resources and solvency. This is broadly consistent with
implied future growth expectations at current industry
dividend yield levels.
If the Financial Home business model described in this
report is successfully developed, we believe that insurers
will be able to increase dividends at a significantly higher
annual rate in the range 15% to 20% beyond 2021. As
this success becomes evident, we would expect to see a
significant re-rating of the industry.
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Exhibit 1: LIFE INSURERS ARE DEPLETING THEIR FINANCIAL RESOURCES
UK LIFE CASH GENERATION, DIVIDEND AND VALUE OF NEW BUSINESS*1 FORECASTS
2016-2021F, £ BILLION*2
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Building a Financial Home
would enable 20% p.a.
dividend growth beyond 2021

11
8
Dividend at 75%
of cash generation

Dividend at 50%
of cash generation
7
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Cash generation
Financial home
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Legacy book run-off
5
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Open strategic lines
Dividends*3
VNB

2016
9% dividend CAGR
The industry is able to cover dividend growth
at expected levels until 2021, but reaches 75%
pay-out ratio

2021

2026
Dividends will need to be kept flat
If 75% dividend payout ratio is to be maintained

*1 Here, Value of New Business (VNB) refers to the insurance measure of economic value of the discounted profits expected to emerge from the new business written in a given year
*2 The terms “cash generation” and “cash profits” can be ambiguous in life assurance. We use it here to describe the increase in an insurer’s “Own Funds” or capital resources
under Solvency II. It is therefore not exactly the same as statutory profits, but has similar dynamics within the approximations of our projection methodology
*3 Top players’ dividends, isolated to UK life share through income split, scaled up to full market size, forecast using 2017 expected dividend growth rate for each player
Source Oliver Wyman analysis

DEMONSTRATING DIVIDEND GROWTH
AND SUSTAINABILITY
Analysts and shareholders now see an insurer’s ability to deliver a steady and increasing dividend stream
as the primary driver of its market value. Yet this is difficult to assess from normal accounts and disclosures.
Insurers are trying to improve the transparency of their future dividend generating capability through
additional disclosure, but the complex economics of legacy back books make this difficult. Over the next
few years, we expect to see insurers making significant investments in their ability to provide regular and
accurate information on dividend sustainability.
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VERY DIVERSE PROFITABILITY
ACROSS BUSINESS LINES
The life industry is a mixture of attractive and very unattractive business
lines, with markedly different growth, profitability and solvency
characteristics. We expect that life insurers’ profits will continue to
be driven by the individual pensions, bulk annuity and retirement
income markets over the next five years, with equity release playing an
increasing role.

There is a huge opportunity in the bulk annuity market, which is the biggest source of value with a
strong deal flow – in the range of £14 billion to £18 billion p.a. excluding insurer-to-insurer transactions.
Transactions are lumpy but demand is becoming more resilient to interest rate changes. The ability to price
competitively depends on originating illiquid assets with a high risk-adjusted spread, and profitability is
now heavily dependent upon relative exposures to equity release mortgages. In the medium term, we see
bulk annuity end clients as being core clients of the retirement franchise, with the full range of benefits
available from the Financial Home.
The Protection market is returning to growth. Premium rates are no longer falling and margins are
improving. Innovation is still slow, but set to accelerate to meet new D2C distribution opportunities.
Significant improvements in client engagement are already evident in some niche segments, such as health
and older age plans.
The SIPP and Individual pension markets are benefitting from the transfer of pension benefits from DB
pension schemes. The regulatory outlook is uncertain, but the client demand is clear. Sophisticated
investors are increasingly pushing to transfer their benefits to individual pots where they can take
advantage of the pension freedom reforms. We have assumed that this market stays at its current level of
~£30 billion p.a. over the next five years but we would not be surprised if it grows, provided it is not stifled
by regulation. Part of our expected growth in retirement income is also from this business flow.
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Exhibit 2: 5 YEAR PROJECTED UK LIFE INSURANCE MARKET PROFIT POOLS*1
VALUE OF NEW BUSINESS
Bulk annuities
Huge opportunity
in the bulk
annuity market

2021F, £ MILLION
1,500

Retirement income
Growth driven by pension
freedoms, but cash driven by
back-book annuities

1,000
Equity release expected to
become an increasingly important
opportunity for new business
given very strong growth rates

500
Corporate protection

Individual protection
Individual pension and SIPP

0
0

5

Corporate DC and NEST
10
5 YEAR NEW BUSINESS PREMIUM GROWTH CAGR (%)

15

20

Size of bubble represents £ gross cash generation, including in-force business
*1 Our assessment of market profit pools covers the entire UK medium and long term savings market and the life protection market, but since our focus is on mass affluent and
mass market clients, we have excluded the more complex needs of wealth clients
Note Financial Home, Wealth and ISA products excluded from analysis
Source Oliver Wyman analysis

Exhibit 3: CONSOLIDATION IN CORPORATE PENSIONS MARKET IS PROBABLY NOT OVER YET
Continuation of ultra-low margins and unchanged cost base
2013

AVIVA

AEGON

LLOYDS
BANKING GROUP

FRIENDS PROVIDENT
INTERNATIONAL

BLACKROCK

ZURICH

Merger of
whole entities

Transfer of corporate
pensions business

OUTLOOK

2018

CONSOLIDATION
LEGAL &
GENERAL

CONSOLIDATION

HSBC

Consolidation/exit from
corporate pensions business

STANDARD
LIFE

Whole of
market players

ROYAL
LONDON

FIDELITY

Probably only scope for
two further consolidating
transactions amongst
this group

Targeted
players

Source Oliver Wyman analysis

The profitability problem is most acute in corporate
pensions. Increases in the required contribution rates for
automatically enrolled members will soon increase new
money flows for bundled DC businesses, but the overall
impact will only be around 4%. Only four firms are still
competing broadly for new schemes. Even if the industry
was to consolidate to one or two players, it would still be
unprofitable at current margins.
We estimate that insurers will have around £1.5 trillion
on investment platforms by 2026. Of this, roughly
£1 trillion will be in corporate DC. This growth and
concentration will deliver some economies of scale but
will not be sufficient to make corporate DC an attractive
standalone business.
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Consolidation has not led to improved margins, and
we do not expect them to improve any time soon. The
cost of complying with changing regulations will also
remain high.
This product would be much more attractive if it could
provide a long term reliable flow of satisfied customers
into the more profitable retirement income stage,
choosing to stay rather than doing so out of inertia.
Most insurers are investing heavily in the analytics
and processes that will support future new retention
strategies. To succeed in this, we believe that they will
have to completely reinvent the way that they interact
with clients, and should instead have the stronger
ambition of becoming the clients’ Financial Home.

INSURERS SHOULD PROVIDE
A FINANCIAL HOME FOR THE
RETIRED POPULATION
The pension freedom reforms offer a unique opportunity to move
away from being a product provider to building a broader retirement
franchise. In our view, this is the only way to restore profitability.
Pension freedoms mean that retirees now face a wide range of choices
about how to invest and spend their retirement savings.
These decisions will have important implications for
debt repayment, tax liabilities and the pace at which
the retired can withdraw funds to cover living costs and
discretionary expenditure. In other words, they will have
a huge effect on the retirees’ well-being.
While more affluent retirees may use IFAs for advice on
these decisions, there is no obvious and trusted place
where mass market retirees can go for this help other
than their insurer. This is where insurers can establish a
strong relationship with retirees and those approaching
retirement. And importantly, this provides a unique
opportunity to build a broader retirement franchise

and to become the Financial Home for the retiring and
retired population.
Over the longer term, insurers will derive revenues
from multiple sources, including general insurance,
banking services, and increased involvement in non-FS
expenditure such as recreation, energy, long term care
residence, power of attorney and funeral planning. They
will also increase the revenue they earn from existing
business lines, such as equity release. The client’s
lifestyle and financial profile provides a strong base
for continuously developing and enhancing products
and services.

Exhibit 4: TYPICAL CLIENT LIFESTYLE AND FINANCIAL PROFILE BY AGE SEGMENT
APPROACHING RETIREMENT
(50-64)

LATE AGE RETIREMENT
(75+)

LIFESTYLE

•• Child/older parent care
•• Active leisure
•• Growing healthcare/income
reduction concern
•• Phased retirement
•• Portfolio employment

••
••
••
••

Self development and fulfillment
Active leisure
Planning future healthcare needs
Concern of wealth transmission
to inheritors
•• Charitable engagement

•• Disengagement from
active employment
•• Active healthcare user
•• Preparation for lower financial decision
making lifestyle
•• Inheritance planning

FINANCIAL
PROFILE

•• Reduced mortgage exposure
•• Average lending appetite (medium to
long term focused)
•• Periodical saving peaks (e.g. bonus)
•• Middle-risk investments (focused on
long-term via pension plans)

•• Lack of credit obligations
•• Occasional lending appetite (short
term focused)
•• Wealth in real estate, liquid assets and
low-risk investments

•• Lack of lending appetite
•• Lack of borrowing appetite
•• Wealth totally allocated on real estate
and liquid assets
•• Lack of financial investments

Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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EARLY RETIREMENT
(65-74)

Exhibit 5: MASS AND MASS AFFLUENT FINANCIAL SERVICES PROFIT POOLS*1
BY AGE SEGMENT
INCREASING CLIENT AGE, 2016, £ BILLION
14

<50

50-64

>64

3

2

3
1

Mainly mortgages, of which ~75%
distributed through brokers

Insurance
Protection
Retirement
Closed funds
Financial home

Still mainly lending
3

2

1
2

2

3

7

Financial Home offers consistent wealth and
tax management across ISAs and pensions

Banking
All banking products

*1 Our analysis also includes the main retail banking profit pools so that we can consider different future business models as both banks and insurers attempt to migrate to
digital engagement models and become more agnostic on the products they provide, and whether they manufacture them or not
Note Financial Home profit numbers include broader financial services profits (e.g. banking and general insurance), non-financial services profits (e.g. recreation and long
term care) as well as stronger take-up of existing products (e.g. equity release); banking profit numbers include all current retail banking profits (resulting in some overlap with
Financial Home numbers)
Source Oliver Wyman analysis

This requires a business model which is focussed around
client needs rather than existing product capabilities.
A supplementary challenge will then be to make money
from these relationships in a less product-centric
world. A comparison with the banking industry helps to
illustrate how this could be achieved.
Banks have a strong franchise in the under-50s, where
the client relationship is predominantly transactional.
Profits are driven by mortgages, personal loans and
cards; these are largely distributed through brokers
who own the client relationship. By the age of 50,
however, profits from the mass and affluent markets
have shifted to retirement savings and ISA products,
bringing the banking and insurance industries
broadly level. By the age of 65, the insurance industry
already has a clear lead. By becoming the Financial
Home for retirement customers and shifting to a
more customer-centric model, insurers can grow this
lead amongst the over 65s and extend their reach
to younger retirement customers (see Exhibit 5).
Pension freedoms have provided insurers with more
engaged clients, and more touchpoints to grow the
relationships with these clients. Targeted guidance
requires an interaction with clients regarding how they
intend to live during retirement, including how they
will spend their time and money. This goes beyond
the immediate pension decisions that the client needs
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to make – it initiates a conversation about how clients
can prepare for their broader life changes as they retire.
Insurers can continue this dialogue into retirement,
moving from planning retirement into managing it.
Once this relationship is developed, maintaining
and nurturing it will be at the heart of the business
model. Insurers will become agnostic about
whether they manufacture or use third parties
for the products and services they offer. They
will take a much longer-term view of profitability,
providing some services free or at a loss because
of the value in improving the client relationship.
In line with the general trends in financial services,
these will be relationship-centric businesses built on
data analytics to support the tailoring and targeting
of marketing and guidance processes. At each point
of contact where a client seeks or needs guidance, an
unseen data-driven triaging process will ensure that
the appropriate information and guidance is provided.
This will take into account the cost of the service, the
cost to the client, and the client’s needs. Being aimed
at mass market customers, the offering will rely heavily
on robo-advisory processes. However, as with current
processes, clients will also be able to contact their
insurer by chat, telephone, or face-to-face. We expect
most of these services to be free of charge, except those
that use a material amount of skilled adviser time.

DISTRIBUTION TRENDS REINFORCE THE
NEED FOR A FINANCIAL HOME
The mass market now accounts for roughly one third of the life
insurance industry’s value of new business. We expect this to increase
over the next five years, driven by growth in the equity release,
retirement income, and bulk annuity markets.

Exhibit 6 shows the extent of the “advice gap” in the
mass and mass affluent segments, where more than
half the VNB is already originated through B2B and
D2C channels. This gap creates a space in the market
where insurers can build their retirement franchise.
B2B channels now account for over half the VNB profit
from the mass market, through bulk annuities and
corporate pensions. The Financial Home that insurers
provide to their retirement clients can be considered
a highly developed B2B2C proposition, where many
of the clients originally came via B2B propositions.
The Financial Home can also extend beyond
those clients currently in the “advice gap”,
to include clients who would otherwise have
used a more traditional advice model.

Recent distribution developments in equity release
and funeral planning suggest that increasing numbers
of retirement age clients will become open to a digital
or direct sales-based process. In the equity release
market, for example, new marketing techniques and
digital engagement models have delivered much
higher client engagement and lead conversion
rates (10% or more). We expect similar techniques
to be effective throughout the mass market.
Exhibit 7 sets out our forecast for growth of the different
distribution channels over the next five years. We expect
the share of VNB originated through B2B channels
to grow, while the IFA channel will remain important
for mass affluent clients. The Financial Home will also
provide a platform for IFAs to provide affordable advice
to new segments of clients with lower incomes.

Exhibit 6: VNB BY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL AND WEALTH SEGMENT
2016, £ MILLION
IFA market continues to be
robust and extends the range
of clients it can support using
propositions provided by new
retirement franchises

33%

Massive opportunity to
build Retirement Franchises
in B2B businesses such as
Bulk Annuities and DC
Corporate Pensions

1%

19%

1,350

750

MASS AFFLUENT

MASS
7%

45%

60%
35%

D2C grows slowly apart from
Retirement Franchises and new
disruptive retirement models

Mainly self-direct retirement savings,
with small contribution from individual
pensions savings and protection

*1 Advised segment includes both IFA and restricted advice
Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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Disruption most likely to
come in the Retirement
Process of Individual and
DC pensions through new
targeted propositions,
probably beginning in
the Affluent segment

B2B
Advised*1
Aggregator
D2C

New disruptive models have focused on pension pot consolidation and transfer. However, these could
make headway across the entire retirement industry over the long run. We believe the key risk of disruption
comes from “Account Information Service” (AIS) providers who aim to build roles as intermediaries between
financial institutions and their clients. Such players have already established successful businesses in the
banking sector in France and the Nordics, and we expect further growth will be enabled by the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). GDPR will allow clients to grant AIS providers access to their personal
information held by the clients’ bank or insurer which form the seeds of an alternative “Financial Home”.

Exhibit 7: B2B LEAD IN DISTRIBUTION IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE
VALUE OF NEW BUSINESS
2021F, £ MILLION
2,100
B2B distribution mainly driven by DC pensions
and bulk annuities, with some bancassurance
and partner sales

1,400

IFA
B2B
D2C
IFA – Restricted
advice
Aggregator

700
Most of growth in D2C is in SIPPs and
associated retirement income
We forecast that around £250 million additional
VNB profit can be generated through the
development of data driven B2B2C marketing
models for bulk annuity pensioners (in buy outs)

Size of bubble represents
£ new business flow

0
0

20
40
10
5 YEAR NEW BUSINESS PREMIUM GROWTH CAGR (%)

Note Financial Home, Wealth and ISA products excluded from analysis
Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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50

BUILDING A BROADER
RETIREMENT FRANCHISE
The Financial Home will require a more flexible business model to
capture the wider range of profit streams.
The Financial Home propositions need not all be
manufactured in-house. They could in principle be
provided through white labelling, partnering or panelbased models, but only with partners who can meet
innovation and speed to market requirements. The
Financial Home will need to go beyond just providing
functional value to clients. It must also offer experiential
value (interpersonal, emotive, sensory, and social)
to make the client feel valued and fulfilled from an
emotional and social perspective. This Financial Home
relationship will also allow insurers to use sophisticated
analytical processes to pre-empt needs and to
customise offerings.
Contact points where financial guidance is sought by
the client are critical for the opportunity to develop a
relationship. Insurers will need to work on creating and
leveraging such opportunities, adapting approaches to
the client’s life stage. To make the most of these client
interactions to deepen relationships, insurers will need
to take into consideration not only clients’ financial
needs but also their lifestyle goals.
•• Approaching retirement (age 50-64):
Key window for insurers to develop direct
relationships due to the increasing need for advice
as clients prepare for retirement. The relationship
with pre-retirees will build slowly, but this stage is
essential for retaining the clients and incentivising
them not to consolidate with another provider.
Capturing the clients’ attention and bringing them
into the ecosystem is a key driver of success
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•• Early retirement (age 65-74): For the retired
clients, savings accounts will fast become a thing of
the past as day to day transactions can be carried
out within the flexible pension drawdown facility.
Pensioners can also pay into the deposit accounts
associated with their savings. And at the end of
the year they can be provided with a single source
of tax guidance covering both pensions and part
time earnings
•• Late age retirement (age 75+): The provider will
also subtly help clients to prepare for potential older
age problems, providing information and support on
issues such as mobility, care for an infirm spouse, or
selecting a care home. This can partially be delivered
through digital channels, but complex issues, such
as the interaction between long term care, tax and
local council rules, would require face-to-face advice
Exhibit 8 illustrates a potential future vision for a
successful retirement franchise which addresses
the client’s key priorities and becomes the most
convenient and preferred provider for broader needs
around retirement.
Social media and technology businesses have already
demonstrated some valuable lessons in how insurers
should manage the development of this relationship.
Indeed, insurers should be somewhat relieved that
these technology businesses do not have the right client
access to develop their own retirement businesses,
and that regulation and retirement governance create
barriers to enter.

Exhibit 8: FUTURE VISION FOR A SUCCESSFUL RETIREMENT FRANCHISE
RELEVANT
“I receive relevant communications and my needs are pre-empted.”

AFFORDABLE
“I receive the level of advice and support I need given my income.”

Customer data and analytics – better use of customer data and
superior analytics to attract and retain customers, and deepen sales

Differentiated service levels – optimal service levels and approach at
each stage for customer needs and cost efficiency

•• Holistic view of data, leveraging internal data and all available
open data
•• More sophisticated analysis of client behaviour, leading to greater
understanding of customer needs
•• Targeted messaging and marketing
•• Utilisation of AI to generate tailored offerings and advice
•• Proactive servicing through use of predictive analytics

•• Differentiation between life stages; creating contact points at
different life stages, focusing on lifestyle as well as financial
needs, and triaging approach
•• Hybrid advice model
−− Advice model adapted to be robo and human, where
interaction in each situation is determined through triage
−− Low cost robo-advice for lower value customers, with focused
human interaction
•• Use of RPA to maximise efficiency

FINANCIAL HOME
FOR OVER 50S – MOST CONVENIENT AND PREFERRED PROVIDER FOR BROADER RETIREMENT NEEDS
USER-FRIENDLY

CONVENIENT

“I can easily access accounts and manage my products.”

“I can use one place for all of my needs in retirement.”

Sophisticated customer platform – convenient, hassle-free and easy
to use platforms are essential to deepen the customer relationship

Comprehensive service offering – clients can manage all assets,
transactions and upcoming events in one place

•• Comprehensive online portal
•• Mobile app for easy access
•• Digital tools, e.g. free online calculators and interactive tools to
encourage cross-sell, gather data, and incentivise use of platform

•• Broader service offerings to serve broader retirement needs, e.g.
health services, funeral planning, etc. through targeted internal
developments and partnerships
•• Frequent use of platform must be incentivised, e.g. expand value
proposition of platform use through loyalty rewards

Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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CASE STUDY I

SOME NON-FS INDUSTRIES HAVE EXTENDED
THEIR REVENUE STREAMS
Broadening the relationship should be easiest with
mass market customers. But additional product-based
profit lines should be possible across all segments. Even
with wealthy clients, we expect some product sales,
with profitability underpinned by the economies of
scale and buying power that the broader mass market
business provides. In fact, some advisers already use
existing corporate pensions platforms to execute their
investment advice.

MOBILE
COMMUNICATIONS
O2’s core offering,
from which technological
expertise and brand
recognition can be
leverage
Partner examples
• WHSMITH
• PIZZA EXPRESS
•4

Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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Becoming the main financial relationship for the mass
market population over the age of 50 requires nurturing
a deeper relationship and building greater trust than
the industry has ever attempted before. This cannot
be achieved by simply copying existing banking or
insurance models. It requires a transformation. Life
insurers must shift from simple product provision to
become truly client-oriented digital retail businesses.

Leisure – O2’s first expansion of value proposition
• Concerts and Events – Platform giving
O2 customers ticket priority
• Discounts on Leisure activities
• Broadband

• Increasing
customer value
proposition

Knowledge – O2 launched O2 Learn
• Video education curriculum support for
young people

• Increasing
brand value

Home – O2 launched smart home product in 2016
• Home security
• Smart energy management
Car – O2 recently entered the car insurance space in 2017
• Car insurance
• O2 drive app – gives feedback on driving
• Car assistance – MOTs, servicing & repairs

• Becoming a
larger and more
integral part of
people’s lives

CASE STUDY II

NEW WAYS OF DISTRIBUTING EQUITY RELEASE IN A FINANCIAL
HOME ENVIRONMENT

ASSET RICH AND
CASH POOR AS SHE MOVES
INTO RETIREMENT

MEET CAROL
CUSTOMER OF
TODAY’S TRANSACTIONBASED PROPOSITION

01

Moves into retirement, unaware of the
equity release proposition and
how it may help her

02

Sees TV advertisement
around equity release

03

Searches on iPad
and discusses with family

04

Enquires, and then is in contact
with equity release provider

05

Advice based sales process,
either face to face or by phone

06

Deliberates on decision
and performs transaction

High conversion rates of equity release
calls demonstrates need
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MEET HELENA
CUSTOMER OF
THE FUTURE’S RELATIONSHIPBASED PROPOSITION
Years before she may need equity release, she
becomes aware of its existence, to an increasing
degree of detail over time (recognising that it is
an option in the long term)

01

Uses Financial Home tools to understand
benefits and costs – asks specific questions
via chat or phone

02

Becomes more proactive over time
by digesting available information

03

Carries out some market testing with family

04

Makes all necessary preparations,
e.g. agrees inheritance plan with family

05

Freedom to perform transaction
when optimal for her

06

Increased ease, education and convenience
of transaction for the customer

NEXT STEPS FOR
UK LIFE INSURERS
To become the Financial Home
for the 50+ population, insurers
must first decide on which
model to adopt in order to
attract this target group.
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Exhibit 9: FUTURE MODELS FOR OPTIMISING THE VALUE OF A FINANCIAL HOME BUSINESS
HOW WILL YOU SELL TO RETIREMENT CLIENTS?

TAKE ACCUMULATION CLIENTS
THROUGH RETIREMENT

COMPETE FOR CLIENTS WHEN
THEY REACH RETIREMENT

Focus on retention, leveraging the
advantage of access to clients and their
data in the lead-up to retirement

Focus on attractive proposition marketed
in the correct way to capture clients from
accumulation providers

WHAT MODEL WILL YOU ADOPT

ACCUMULATION

PARTNER MODEL

IFAs

DISRUPTORS

• Tailored offerings
(using internal data)
• Targeted messaging
(using existing relationships)
• Integral part of client’s life
(through broader offering,
tailored for each client)

• Partnerships for customer
access e.g. with

• Platforms and robo-advice for
cost effective servicing (to serve
mass market for retirement)
• Triage services for level of
advice needed
• Use of brand where possible
to capture market

• Comparatively attractive
propositions (due to lack of
track record)
• Potential to pair with other
services for “entry” with clients
• Typically self-directed with access
to guidance and robo-advice

− Retail providers
− Employee benefit
consultancies
− Large affinity players

Source Oliver Wyman analysis

In particular, insurers need to decide on whether or
not to compete in the accumulation space. Though
margins are low, remaining in the accumulation
business offers insurers the advantage of retaining
retiring clients. Exiting the accumulation business can
improve short term profitability, but puts an insurer
at a significant disadvantage in building a retirement
franchise, unless it intends to focus on the IFA market.
Insurers are good at making bold decisions to shift
capital and resources towards the biggest opportunities
when this can be achieved through M&A, building new
lines of business, or closing old ones.

This can be seen in the recent rationalisation of the
individual annuity and corporate pensions markets, and
in the growing number of active providers in the bulk
annuity and protection markets.
However, the industry has been less successful when
reinvention of business models or deep operational
change is required, as would be to deliver the Financial
Home in retirement. Many insurers have started to think
about this longer term vision. But they have made no
substantial steps towards it, deterred by the scale and
cost of the change and the difficulty of identifying and
demonstrating short term benefits. This historic inertia
needs to be overcome.
Insurers need a clearly articulated future vision that can
be approached in a series of manageable steps, each of
which will deliver incremental change with an attractive
cost-benefit trade-off.
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Exhibit 10: CHANGE THE WAY YOU CHANGE
EXPERIMENTING

PILOTING

SCALING

Test-and-learn, portfolio of big bets
(growth initiatives)

De-risk via launch-and-learn, pilots
for scale benefit

Operationalize and scale a new
value proposition

Experiments
Initiatives
Business
Source Oliver Wyman analysis
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
Innovation, evolution and competitive differentiation will no
doubt be central themes for the future of the UK life industry.
Today in 2018 the Financial Home concept is a
long way away, but start-up technology businesses
are already presenting early stage versions of
this. The insurance industry is protected a little by
regulations and customer inertia, but these are not
long-term barriers.
Technology will help life insurers respond to future
challenges, but responding to the needs of the
retirement customer-of-the-future will require
considerable investment of time and resources.
Life insurers will be venturing into areas which
take them way out of their comfort zone and which
do not play to their current natural strengths. The
transformation can be achieved through long-term
programmes consisting of carefully costed steps
executed in an agile environment.
Such change initiatives will require a process of
experimentation, piloting and scaling. Not every
initiative from the experimentation stage will be
implemented, and insurers will need to maintain
an agile attitude towards change.
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It is also important to avoid making big bets in
the early days of development, whilst still in the
learning phase.
Achieving this transformation could fully replace
today’s reliance on managing cash from the
back book for profitability. It would also bring
shareholder interests in line with the life and
pensions industry’s crucial national role as the
manager of the mass market population’s savings.
We estimate that making this transition could
add approximately £7.5 billion of annual cash
generation to the industry by 2021. Given the
improved outlook for dividend growth, this
would add £100 billion in shareholder value,
creating an industry worth as much as the retail
banking sector. Moreover, with fortune favouring
the bold, this prize will be shared by the small
number of companies that succeed in making
the transformation. Those insurers who take
meaningful steps towards the Financial Home
today will be the leading retail financial services
business of the future. Those who do not will at
best become utility platforms servicing other
more profitable businesses.
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